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Opening Letters from Loved Ones
with Wicks Forge

Getting a Letter Never Get's Old

--I don’t know about you, but this year has been tough.

Not being able to go home for the holidays means that we've had to find new ways to

https://www.wicksforge.com/
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connect and stay in touch with the people we love, especially when they're far away.

I know a letter opener might not seem groundbreaking-- it doesn't look like it fits in the
age of GPS and push notifications-- but part of what I love about them is the thought
behind each one.

I get to hear the stories you tell with every Letter Opener ordered. Some of them are
stamped with the date of a graduation, or the combined initials of newlyweds. Some
commemorate birthdays or anniversaries, or lost loved ones.

I also love that they add a special touch to a good old letter. I don’t know about you, but
getting a handwritten letter in the mail never gets old. There’s something to be said about
knowing that someone took the time to write you a note and drop it in the mailbox, don't
you think?

I know that this year has been difficult and we're missing our loved ones, but sending
holiday cards and thank you notes can be a great way to let friends and family know
you're thinking about them and you care.

Wick's Forge is grateful that our letter openers can be a small part of staying in touch,
making every letter and card a little more special.

- Nick and everyone at Wick's Forge

FOR YOUR COLLECTION
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Personalized Letter Opener - Leaf
$15.00

Shop now

Personalized Letter Opener - Spiral Scroll
$15.00

Shop now
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Personalized Letter Opener - Knot
$15.00

Shop now

Want to see more? View the entire
collection on our website.

Shop All
Letter

Openers

Take advantage of 10% off and delivery before christmas when
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you order now until December 15th!
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